FOREIGN RIGHTS

SCHÖNBORN-HOTTER | SONNBERGER | STAFFELMAYR | HORAK

LINA, DIE ENTDECKERIN
This book narrates the exploring journey of Lina, who discovers the world and
her own body, including her vulva. Lina‘s playful and humorous story highlights
the vulva in everyday situations, overcoming insecurities, shame or taboos.
Readers learn about hygiene, nudity, body hair, menstruation and growing up.
The book aims to promote children‘s self-awareness and self-determination.
A contemporary contribution for young readers, parents and educators.

Children‘s book | Hardcover
32 pages | 22 x 28 cm
German
4th print run
Award: Most beautiful book of Austria 2020

Rights sold:
Italy (Settenove Edizione)
Japan (Taoist Japan)

ZIEGELWANGER | STAFFELMAYR | HORAK

BRUNO WILL HOCH HINAUS
The little boy Bruno dreams about rockets and space and embarks on an
adventurous journey where he learns about his own body and penis.
Important topics like hygiene, anatomy and respect are highlighted during
Bruno‘s journey. The book resolves myths and clichés around the penis in a childfriendly way. It creates a positive, diverse and tolerant approach to body, penis
and masculinity.

Children‘s book | Hardcover
32 pages | 22x 28 cm
German
Novelty | April 2022

CORNELIA LINDNER | VERENA TSCHEMERNJAK

ERBSENKLEIN MELONENGROSS
Toni‘s parents are expecting a baby. And, of course, Toni wants to know
everything about it: How big is the baby? How does the baby get into the belly?
What do people do when they are biologically unable to have children? How
did Toni‘s friend come into his family? And how can Toni already play with the
sibling? The book explains conception, pregnancy and birth in a gender-sensitive
way that all kinds of families can relate to.

Children‘s book | Hardcover
40 pages | 22x 28 cm
German
Runs in the 2nd print run.

ANITA BUCHART | LILI MOSSBAUER

IWEIN UND LAUDINE. EIN RITTER:INNEN-EPOS
In a medieval, fantastic world Iwein, Laudine and Lunete search for glory, honor
and friendship. But what is worth fighting for? What does it mean to be a true
knight? This book is loosely based on the medieval myth of Iwein, but presents it
in a contemporary way. Meet female and nonbinary knights and their horses! A
playful and magical book that gets around stereotypical gender roles.

Children‘s book | Hardcover
40 pages | 22x 28 cm
German
Novelty | April 2022

SARA ZARIAN | GABRIELLA NÉMETH

WO IST OHR?
Ohr (an ear) finds out that there must be another ear nearby and sets out to find
it. His greatest wish is to hear the other ear. Various parts of his face and body
help him on his journey. Sounds, colors and language images give expressions to
Ohr‘s feelings. Sara Zarian creatively and sensitively tells of Ohr‘s experiences and
inspires children at a young age to discover the world with all their senses.

Children‘s book | Hardcover
32 pages | 22x 28 cm
German
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